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String patterns in the doped
Hubbard model
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Understanding strongly correlated quantum many-body states is one of the
most difficult challenges in modern physics. For example, there remain fundamental
open questions on the phase diagram of the Hubbard model, which describes
strongly correlated electrons in solids. In this work, we realize the Hubbard
Hamiltonian and search for specific patterns within the individual images of
many realizations of strongly correlated ultracold fermions in an optical lattice.
Upon doping a cold-atom antiferromagnet, we find consistency with geometric
strings, entities that may explain the relationship between hole motion and spin
order, in both pattern-based and conventional observables. Our results demonstrate
the potential for pattern recognition to provide key insights into cold-atom quantum
many-body systems.

Q
uantum superposition describes quantum
systems as simultaneously realizing dif-
ferent configurations. Such behavior is
believed to be at the heart of phenomena
in strongly correlated quantummany-body

systems, which cannot be described by single-
particle or mean-field theories. An intriguing con-
sequence of the superposition principle is the
existence of hidden order in correlated quantum
systems: Although every individual configuration
is characterized by a particular pattern, the av-
erage over these configurations leads to an ap-
parent loss of order. By contrast, instantaneous
projective measurements have the potential to
reveal these underlying patterns.
One notable example of a system with hidden

order is the one-dimensional (1D) Fermi-Hubbard
model at strong coupling (1, 2). Although 1D
chains with additional holes or particles beyond
an average of one particle per site (doped) yield
average two-point spin correlations that decay
more rapidly with distance than chains with an
average of one particle per site (half-filled), this
magnetic ordering can be revealed by account-
ing for the fluctuating positions across individual
configurations of the additional dopants within
each chain. The apparent loss of magnetic order
is in fact hidden order, hidden by the dopants
and their varying positions (3, 4). Although di-
rect detection of this hidden string order remains
inaccessible in solids, experiments with ultracold
atoms enable projectivemeasurements, or “snap-

shots,” and generally can provide access to such
structures (5). In particular, quantum gasmicros-
copy (6) enables site-resolved imaging and access
to correlators that have been constructed to
reveal the hidden order (7).
The hidden order in 1D is well understood,

but the physics of the 2D Hubbard model is
fundamentally more complex because of an in-
tricate interplay between spin and charge degrees
of freedom; as a result, formulating an appropri-
ate correlation function to search for hidden order
becomes considerably more challenging. The 2D
Hubbard model is believed to capture the rich
physics of high-temperature superconductivity
and other phases (8–10) such as the strange
metal, stripe, antiferromagnet (AFM), or pseudo-
gap phase, but a unified understanding of
these phenomena is still lacking. For exam-
ple, the behavior of individual dopants in an
AFM is not agreed upon, including whether
hidden string order is present and dopants hide
magnetic correlations by shifting the positions
of a string of spins. Quantum gas microscopy,
however, provides a perspective that goes beyond
the framework of two- or multipoint correlations.
Hidden string order can be searched for directly
within individual snapshots of the quantum me-
chanical wave function, where quantum fluctua-
tions are resolved.
Here we perform a microscopic study of the

hole-doped Fermi-Hubbard model and report
indications of string patterns in 2D over a wide
doping range. Our measurements use ultracold
fermions in an optical lattice down to the lowest
currently achievable temperatures, where at low
doping AFM correlations extend across the system
size (11). We identify string patterns in individual
projective measurements and compare them
with predictions from microscopic theoretical
approaches.

Candidate theories for the doped
Hubbard model
We study the Fermi-Hubbard model, which is
defined by the Hamiltonian
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(see Fig. 1A). The first term describes tunneling
of amplitude t of spin-½ fermions ĉj;swith spin
s between adjacent sites i and j of a two-
dimensional square lattice. The second term
includes on-site interactions of strengthU be-
tween fermions of opposite spin. We consider
the strongly correlated regime, where U ≫ t and
doubly occupied sites are energetically costly.
The Fermi-Hubbard model is well understood

when the band is half-filled at an average of one
particle per site (Fig. 1B). For temperatures T≪ J,
where J ¼ 4t2=U is the superexchange coupling,
AFM correlations appear. Although these mag-
netic correlations are finite-ranged at nonzero
temperatures, sufficiently cold finite-size systems
can have AFMorder across the entire system (11).
Much less is known about the doped Fermi-

Hubbard model. However, it is understood that
dopant delocalization for kinetic energy mini-
mization competes with spin interactions in the
background AFM. Experiments on the cuprates
have also shown that at temperatures T < J and
between 10 and 20% doping, the pseudogap
phase crosses over to the strange metal, located
above the superconducting dome (9). These two
metallic phases (pseudogap and strange metal)
defy a description in terms of conventional
quasiparticles and still lack a unified theoretical
understanding.
Although phenomenological, numeric, and

mean-field (MF) approaches have provided key
insights in the past, quantum gasmicroscopy is
naturally suited to assess microscopic theoretical
approaches. One such theory is Anderson’s re-
sonating valence bond (RVB) picture (12), which
considers trialwave functions of free holesmoving
through a spin liquid composed of singlet cover-
ings. We consider one particular class of RVB
wave functions that have been studied exten-
sively, called p-flux states (13). They stem from
an MF density matrix r̂ ¼ P̂GWe�ĤMF=kBT P̂GW,
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, P̂GW is the
Gutzwiller projection, and ĤMF is the quadratic
Hamiltonian of itinerant fermions on a square
lattice with a Peierls phase of p per plaquette [see
section 6.1 of (14) for details]. Snapshots of the
trial state in the Fock basis can be obtained by
Monte-Carlo sampling, with temperature T as a
free fit parameter (15).
A second microscopic approach that we exam-

ine is the geometric-string theory (16), whereAFM
order at half-filling is hidden in doped states
via holemotion. This theory extends earlier work
(17–19) and establishes a relationship between
theAFMparent state at half-fillingand the strongly
correlated quantum states at finite doping. Here,
holesmove through the parent AFMbydisplacing
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each spin along its trajectory by one lattice site,
whereas the AFM quantum state remains other-
wise unmodified; this is the frozen-spin approxi-
mation (20). The delocalization of each hole can
then be described as a superposition state of hole
trajectories, or geometric strings, whose lengths
‘ depend on the strength of AFM correlations
and the ratio of the kinetic energy t to the super-
exchange J. For any given temperature, a distri-
bution function pthð‘Þ of string lengths can be
obtained by sampling a Boltzmann distribution
of string states (Fig. 1C).
We directly assess these microscopic theoret-

ical approaches with a quantum gas microscope,
which provides projective measurements of the
quantummechanical wave function for the doped
Hubbard model in the parity-projected Fock basis.
Our experimental setup consists of a balanced two-
component gas of fermionic lithium in the lowest
band of a square optical lattice (21), with U/t set

to 8.1(2). We selectively image one of the spin
states or the total atomdistribution (22). Entropy
redistribution with a digital micromirror device
enables a disk-shaped homogeneous system of
~80 sites with temperatures as low as T/J= 0.50(4)
(11). We alter the local chemical potential to dope
the system, maintaining independent temperature
control [section 7.1 of (14)]. We determine the
doping from the single-particle occupation den-
sity and temperature from the nearest-neighbor
spin correlator, both by comparing to numerics
[section 2 of (14)].

Pattern recognition of geometric strings

We design a pattern recognition algorithm for
geometric strings that we apply to real-space
snapshots where doublons and one of the two
spin states have been removed (Fig. 2A). Because
geometric strings describe a relationship between
doped and half-filled AFMs, we search for string-

like patterns in the deviation between snapshots
of the doped Hubbard model and an approxima-
tion to the AFM, an exact checkerboard. For each
image, we take the set of sites that deviate and
extract string patterns using the following rules:
(i) every string pattern is a connected subset of
sites forming a path without branching points;
(ii) each site can be part of only one string pat-
tern; (iii) longer string patterns are favored; and
(iv) every string pattern must have at one end a
site that is detected as empty, and therefore con-
sistent with having a hole on that site. We discuss
alternate algorithms in section 3.4 of (14).
We find that this algorithm is indeed sensitive

to hole doping. Figure 2B shows string-pattern
length distributions pdð‘Þ over pattern lengths
‘, averaged over experimental data at temper-
atures between 0.50(4)J and 0.70(3)J. As the
sample is doped from half-filling to a doping d
of 10.0(8)%, the number of string patterns in-
creases across the entire range of lengths. The
appreciable distribution of string patterns p0ð‘Þ
detected at half-filling reflects the deviation of a
quantum AFM from our checkerboard approx-
imation and therefore should be considered as
a baseline level. This baseline can be reproduced
through Heisenberg quantum Monte Carlo sim-
ulation [see section 3.3.3 of (14)] and is largely
caused by the finite temperature and underlying
SU(2) symmetry of the system. We have lessened
these contributions by reducing the analysis
region to a diameter of seven sites and postse-
lecting on the staggered magnetization. In sec-
tion 3.3 of (14), we show that results are robust
to the choice of postselection scheme and that
the limited detection of one of the spin states
causes only an overall factor decrease in string
patterns detected.
Next, we compare our experimental results to

the simulation results of threemicroscopicmodels.
Wemakepredictions by producing artificial images
and evaluating them with our string pattern de-
tection algorithm, such that the detection is com-
mon to experiment and theoretical simulation.
Beginning with the analytic stringmodel, we gen-
erate images by randomly placing a number of
holes into actual experimental images taken at
half-filling, then randomly propagating each hole
according to the analytically generated string-
length histogram (see Fig. 1C) and appropriately
displacing the spins along the hole’s path. Note
that this approach preserves the SU(2) symmetry
of the system. The resulting string-pattern length
distribution agrees with experimental data [see
Fig. 2B for 10% doping], even though the theory
has no free parameters.
To verify whether our measured signal simply

results from the introduction of holes rather than
changes to the spin background, we next com-
pare our experimental result with simulations
where holes are artificially and randomly placed
(“sprinkled”) into experimental data taken at half-
filling, equivalent to placing one-site-long strings.
The associated string-pattern length distribution
pdsð‘Þ fails to explain the experimental results,
revealing the nontrivial interplay of spin and
chargedegrees of freedom in the2DdopedHubbard
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Fig. 1. Quantum simulation of the Hubbard model. (A) Quantum gases trapped in optical lattices
realize the Hubbard model with tunable on-site interaction U and nearest-neighbor hopping t.
Quantum gas microscopy enables site-resolved readout of the quantum state. (B) Schematic of the
conjectured phase diagram of the finite-size 2D Hubbard model with the experimentally accessed
regime (green shading). (C) Outline of experimental observables used and theoretical models
evaluated. We evaluate theories using both standard observables and pattern-recognition–based
observables using snapshots of the quantum state.
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model. Last, we compare our experimental result
to p-flux states by fitting the nearest-neighbor
spin correlator for an effective temperature and
producing simulated images at 10% doping, and
find quantitative agreement with experiment at
short pattern lengths, but a deficit at long lengths.
We repeat the measurements for a sample

heated before lattice loading to investigate tem-
perature effects. Figure 2C shows experimental
data at half-filling and at 10.1(8)% doping, along
with the simulated prediction, averaged over sam-
ples at temperatures between 1.3(1)J and 1.8(1)J.
In contrast to colder temperatures, there is no
statistically significant deviation between the
experimental data with and without hole doping;
p0:1ð‘Þ ≈ p0ð‘Þ. For these temperatures, spin or-
dering is so weak that the resulting string pat-
terns may mask additional effects from doping.
These deviations appear to set an upper bound
on the density of detectable string patterns (Fig.
2E); we therefore plot the pattern length distri-
bution for high-temperature and half-filling as a
reference for the cold temperature datasets in Fig.
2B (gray dash-dotted line).
In Fig. 2D and its inset we plot, respectively,

the relative and absolute differences between the
pattern-length histograms in the doped and un-
doped cases; these differences are shown for both
the cold and hot datasets used in Fig. 2, B and C.
For the undoped case, we use the sprinkled string-
pattern length distribution pd

sð‘Þ to account for

any deviation from the half-filling distribution
resulting from the introduction of holes. Although
the absolute difference does not recover the exact
analytic string distribution (Fig. 1C), which can
be attributed to the imperfect detection of the
pattern recognition algorithm, for cold temper-
atures it does assume a qualitatively similar dis-
tribution.Notably, at 10.0(8)%dopingwe findmore
than three times asmany length-9 patterns as there
are at half filling, reflecting the large impact of
holes in an AFM spin background.
Focusing on the cold dataset, we now examine

the relationship between doping and the num-
ber of detected string patterns (Fig. 3A). In this
string-pattern count, we omit patterns of one or
two sites to avoid contributions from quantum
fluctuations such as doublon-hole pairs or spin-
exchange processes. The string-pattern count in-
creases with doping and saturates at about 16%
doping. This saturation is consistent with a high
density of strings and overlapping or adjacent
strings scrambling spin order such that pattern
detection becomes insensitive to additional strings.
Thecontinuedagreementbetweengeometric strings
and experiment in both the string-pattern count
and the absolute difference pdð‘Þ � pd

sð‘Þ sug-
gests that the increase in number of string states
is sufficient to explain the experimental data.
The experimental string-pattern count is sig-

nificantly larger than that of the sprinkled-hole
simulation; nonetheless, there is an increase in

detected string patterns owing to the additional
holes. The string-pattern count from p-flux states
shows considerably better agreementwith exper-
imental data than with sprinkled holes, exhibit-
ing only a slight excess of string patterns at low
doping and a deficit at high doping. The largest
deviations occur at low doping, which may be
related to the absence of long-range order at zero
temperature in p-flux states at half-filling.
The average string-pattern length quantifies

the size of the region around the hole where the
spin pattern is distorted by the string (Fig. 3B).
The observed values are comparatively small, in-
fluenced by the large contributions from quantum
fluctuations at half-filling. The average string-
pattern length does not change substantially with
doping, consistentwith spatially isolatedpatterns;
however, at larger dopings, we observe a slight
decrease in average length that coincides with
the observed saturation in the string count. This
behavior is captured by the geometric-stringmodel
for low and intermediate doping. At high doping,
the theory exhibits shorter average string lengths
than the experiment, whichmay result from high–
string-density effects such as string-string inter-
actions, which are not included in the theory.
We compare these results to a dataset inwhich

geometric strings are not expected to occur. This
dataset consists of experimental images taken at
various temperatures at half-filling with sprinkled
holes to match each desired doping level [for
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Fig. 2. Measurement of string-pattern length
histograms from site-resolved snapshots.
(A) Schematic explanation of the string-pattern
identification algorithm (see text). (B and C)
Change in string-pattern length histograms upon
doping to 10% and comparison with simulated
models at 10% doping, for temperatures below
(B) and above (C) the superexchange energy J.
The observable is only sensitive to doping in
the colder dataset, and simulated strings seem
to fit the doped experimental result best. Points
have been slightly offset horizontally for
readability and insets plot the same data on
linear-linear axes. (D) Relative and absolute
(inset) difference between doped and undoped
pattern-length histograms, highlighting
temperature-dependent sensitivity. The
sprinkled-hole result is used for the undoped
case as it accounts for the change in density.
(E) Regions of the phase diagram examined
in (B) and (C). The string-pattern observable
has sensitivity at temperatures below J and
below intermediate doping. In (B), (C), and (D),
histograms are normalized by the number of
lattice sites analyzed and error bars represent
1 SEM from more than 5500 (half-filling, cold),
3500 (doped, cold), 2900 (half-filling, hot),
and 4600 (doped, hot) images.
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details, see section 3.5 of (14)]. Temperatures
are chosen to match the measured staggered
magnetization and capture the observed loss of
AFM order. Notably, the average string-pattern
length reveals that this loss through heating oc-
curs ina fundamentally differentway than through
doping. For all nonzero doping, the temperature-
baseddataset exhibits shorter average string-pattern
lengths than the experimentally measured dop-
ingdataset. As doping increases, the average length
monotonically decreases. Alternatively, we match
the nearest-neighbor spin correlator instead of the
staggeredmagnetization and find an even greater
distinction between the doped and temperature-
based datasets.
We better understand the role of temperature

in string-pattern detection by observing how the
string-pattern count varies with temperature at
fixed doping. For 10% doping, we plot the differ-
ence between the experiment and sprinkled-hole
string-pattern counts (Fig. 3C), which are plotted
separately in the inset. At our lowest temperatures,
the difference is greatest. This high sensitivity is
consistent with the greatest spin ordering for the
parent AFM at low temperatures, accompanied
by a relatively large string-pattern count from the
experimental data. The difference decreases stead-
ily with increasing temperature, predominantly
owing to the increase in the sprinkled-hole string-
pattern count fromdecreased spin ordering in the
parent AFM, vanishing around T = J.

Spin correlations and staggered
magnetization

An accurate microscopic framework for the
Fermi-Hubbard model should also be able to
predict more conventional observables such as
two-point correlation functions, which have been
used with quantum gas microscopes to quantify
spin and charge order (22–25). To that end, we
measure the sign-corrected spin-spin correlation
function for displacements jdj ¼ d, averaged
over all sites i in the system and all experimental
realizations

CsðjdjÞ ≡ ð�1Þjjdjj
hŜ z

i Ŝ
z

iþdi � hŜ z

i ihŜ
z

iþd
i

S2
ð2Þ

where Ŝiz is the spin-S operator on site i, S ¼ 1=2,
and jjdjj denotes the L1 norm of d, by measuring
charge correlations in experimental realizations
with and without spin removal (22). Thanks to
the sign correction ð�1Þjjdjj, positive correlator
values indicate AFM ordering. Figure 4A shows
the nearest neighbor, diagonal next-nearest neigh-
bor, and straight next-nearest neighbor spin cor-
relators [Csð1Þ,Csð

ffiffiffi
2

p Þ, andCsð2Þ, respectively] as
a function of doping at T ¼ 0:65ð4ÞJ . At half-
filling, Csð1Þ is substantially larger than both
Csð

ffiffiffi
2

p Þ and Csð2Þ, owing to a strong admixture
of spin singlets on adjacent sites (26). As the sys-
tem is doped, all correlators exhibit a reduction
in magnitude. Csð1Þ remains positive for all ex-
perimentally realized doping values, whereas
Csð

ffiffiffi
2

p Þ exhibits a statisticially significant sign
change around 20% doping. These features have
been observed in experiment (22, 24, 27) and nu-

merics (24), and are good benchmarks for the
evaluation of theoretical models.
We make predictions for spin correlations

from ensembles of non-postselected images with
sprinkled holes, geometric strings, or p-flux states.
By construction, at half-filling the predictions of
sprinkled holes and the stringmodel are the same
as those of experimental half-filling data. Away
from half-filling, sprinkled holes underestimate
the decrease of the correlators because themodel
fails to account for the disruption of AFM order
as the system is doped. By contrast, beginning at
intermediate doping values, the string model
overestimates the decrease of Csð1Þ, which could
stem from backaction of the background state
after string-state formation. However, it explains
the decrease of Csð

ffiffiffi
2

p Þ and Csð2Þ on a quanti-
tative level. The p-flux model performs well and
accurately predicts Csð1Þ and Csð2Þ far from half-
filling but fails to predict the sign change of
Csð

ffiffiffi
2

p Þ at intermediate doping, even when the
fitted temperature is varied. The sign change of
Csð

ffiffiffi
2

p Þ is an interesting qualitative feature that
is predicted and can be explained by the string
model. As a direct result of spins being displaced

by one site when a string passes through,Csð1Þ is
mixed into Csð

ffiffiffi
2

p Þ. Because Csð1Þ reflects oppo-
site spin alignment from Csð

ffiffiffi
2

p Þ, this mixing re-
sults in a sign change once the contribution of
Csð1Þ exceeds that of the original correlation
strength at some critical doping.
Cold-atom experiments provide access to full-

counting statistics (FCS) because of their ability
to project andmeasure an entire quantum system
at once (11).Wemeasure the FCS of the staggered
magnetization operator

m̂z ¼ 1

N

X
i

ð�1ÞjjijjŜ
z

i

S
ð3Þ

for system size N across all experimental realiza-
tions aswe dope the system (Fig. 4B). As expected,
the staggered magnetization distribution narrows,
reflecting the finite-size crossover from the AFM-
ordered phase (11). The sprinkled-hole simulation
does not exhibit a major change in the distribu-
tion as the system is doped, as it fails to account
for holes disrupting the AFM order. By contrast,
both p-flux states and geometric strings demon-
strate reasonable agreementwith the experimentally
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Fig. 3. Detailed examination of the detected string patterns upon doping. (A) (Top) Total
number of string patterns exceeding length 2, normalized by the system size, as a function of doping.
Although the string model and sprinkled-hole simulation both agree with experiment at half-filling by
construction, already at low doping the string model performs significantly better than sprinkled
holes. The string model is quantitatively accurate across a larger doping range than for p-flux states,
but both are in greater agreement with experiment than the sprinkled-hole simulation. (Bottom)
Although the absolute difference between doped and sprinkled-hole pattern-length histograms
increases with doping, the shape remains roughly invariant. (B) Average string-pattern length versus
doping. Doped AFMs exhibit longer-length string patterns compared to heated AFMs, even when the
staggered magnetization or nearest-neighbor spin correlator is equal and holes are sprinkled in to
equate doping levels (see text). (C) Total string count at 10% doping as a function of temperature,
with corresponding sprinkled-hole string count subtracted. Sensitivity to strings decreases with
temperature owing to decreased order in the parent AFM as seen in the sprinkled string count
(inset). In (A) and (B), error bars on the doping are calculated as in (14), section 2.1. All other error
bars represent 1 SEM. The figure is based on more than 24,800 experimental realizations.
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measured distribution function across all dop-
ings. Across all observables considered, both of
these theories perform quite well, especially in
comparison to the sprinkled-holes simulation
and the naïve phenomenologicalmodels detailed
in section 5 of (14). However, we find the sign
change of Csð

ffiffiffi
2

p Þ to be a key qualitative feature
that is captured only by geometric strings.

Antimoment correlations

All observables studied in this work thus far have
focused on the spin sector of theHubbardmodel.
Next, we examine correlations in the charge sector.
At sufficiently low temperatures, one may expect
signatures of pairing (10, 28) or stripe phases
(29, 30), which lead to hole bunching. However,
anticorrelations of the holes, as observed previ-
ously at increased temperatures (24), are expected
in the strongly correlated metallic regime of the
Hubbardmodel. The transition between these two
regimes in the Hubbard model phase diagram is
not yet fully understood; however, the currently
accessible experimental regime allows us to place
more accurate bounds on where this transition
can occur. We continue to compare experimental
results to predictions of p-flux states, but do not
compare to predictions of the geometric string
theory because it approximates that charges are
uncorrelated. Rather, because each string is asso-
ciated with a single hole, correlation functions of
holes can reveal possible interactions and correla-
tions between geometric strings, should they exist.
In our experiment, doubly occupied sites appear

as empty when imaged and the exact hole cor-
relation is not directly accessible; rather, we
measure “antimoment” correlationsChðjdjÞat a
distance jdj, which include contributions from
doublon-doublon and doublon-hole correlations:

ChðjdjÞ ≡
�
hð1� n̂s;iÞð1� n̂s;iþdÞi

�hð1� n̂s;iÞihð1� n̂s;iþdÞi
�

ð4Þ

where n̂s;i is the single particle occupation on
site i. Note that this correlator is identical to the
moment correlator. At half-filling, numerics indi-
cate positive antimoment correlations at the per-
cent level for nearest neighbors, dominated by
positive doublon-hole correlations (24). Doublon-
hole pairs beyond nearest neighbors become in-
creasingly unlikely; therefore, to avoid the effects
of doublon-hole pairs, we focus on correlations at
distances greater than 1. We find the nearest-
neighbor antimoment correlator at half-filling to
be weaker than predicted according to numerics,
whichmay be caused by imperfect imaging fidel-
ity. However, this effect only weakens the mag-
nitude of the antimoment correlators measured;
we therefore focus on qualitative conclusions from
the experimental data.
Figure 5A shows the antimoment correlation

for 3% (top) and 19% doping (bottom) at a tem-
perature T ¼ 0:65ð4ÞJ . Whereas holes appear
uncorrelated close to half-filling, at larger doping
qualitatively different behavior appears. We find
statistically significant antimoment anticorre-
lations out to distances over two sites, reflecting
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Fig. 4. Spin correlations and staggered magnetization. (A) Decay of nearest-neighbor (left),
diagonal next-nearest-neighbor (center), and straight nearest-neighbor (right) spin-spin correlation
functions upon doping. The p-flux theory most quantitatively explains Csð1Þ, but only the string

model captures the sign change of Csð
ffiffiffi
2

p
Þ. In all three cases, sprinkled holes overestimate the spin

correlations. Doping error bars are calculated as in (14), section 2.1; all other error bars represent
1 SEM. (B) Full counting statistics of the staggered magnetization for doping values of 6.0(5)%
(left), 10.0(8)% (center), and 19.7(6)% (right). Both p-flux states and geometric strings show
reasonable agreement, whereas sprinkled holes do not. The figure is based on more than
29,900 experimental realizations at average temperature T = 0.65(4)J.
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Fig. 5. Observation of hole antibunching. (A) Antimoment correlation function for weak (top)
and strong (bottom) doping. The correlation functions are different up to a distance of d = 2.
(B) Diagonal next-nearest neighbor and straight next-nearest neighbor antimoment correlators
versus doping. At both distances negative correlations grow with doping. (C) Normalized antimo-

ment correlator at d ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
versus doping. The experimental result cannot be explained by the p-flux

or a point-like magnetic polaron theory (see text), but instead matches a free fermionic chargon
theory. In (B) and (C), error bars on the doping are calculated as in (14), section 2.1. All other
error bars represent 1 SEM. The figure is based on more than 9900 experimental realizations at an
average temperature T = 0.65(4)J.
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hole-hole repulsion in this regime. Microscopi-
cally, such repulsive interactions can arise from
the existence of a low-lying bound state of two
holes (31). Here we do not consider geometric-
string theory or sprinkled holes because both
introduce uncorrelated holes by construction.
Additionally, in the comparison to p-flux states,
we do not include doublon-hole pairs to avoid
unintended artifacts in the antimoment corre-
lator. For reference, we plot the predicted hole-
hole correlation function for a phenomenological
model of spinless fermionic chargonswithnearest-
neighbor hopping of strength t and temperatures
between 0.5J and 0.7J (32). Here, strong anti-
correlations result from Pauli repulsion between
the fermionic chargons, but qualitatively sim-
ilar behavior is expected for bosonic chargons
with hard-core interactions. We find that both
theories qualitatively describe the experimen-
tal result.
The emergence of this repelling behavior can

be characterized by plotting the antimoment
correlation as a function of doping for d ¼ ffiffiffi

2
p

and d ¼ 2 (Fig. 5B). Beyond the intermediate
doping regime, negative correlations appear at
distances of

ffiffiffi
2

p
and 2, suggesting a growth of

hole-hole repulsionwith doping. Furthermore, the
presence of antimoment correlations between
sites of differing sublattices at d = 1 evidences
against holes tunneling preferentially between
sites of one sublattice, as predicted by theories of
pointlikemagnetic polaronswith a dispersionmin-
imum at (p/2, p/2) in the Brillouin zone (33–36).
Finally, we plot a normalized gð2Þðd ¼ ffiffiffi

2
p Þ to

account for the difference between doped holes
and holes in doublon-hole pairs and quantify the
relative fraction of doped holes that are anti-
correlated:

~gð2ÞðjdjÞ ≡ ChðdÞ
d2

þ 1 ð5Þ

for doping d (Fig. 5C). This rescaling allows di-
rect comparison to the gð2Þ function for theories
without doublon-hole pairs. The number of free
holes is too small for doping below 5% to make
statistically significant statements about the be-
havior of holes in this regime. In the geometric-
string theory, we assume that chargons (dressed
dopants) are completely uncorrelated with each
other, but because of their fermionic statistics,
Pauli blocking should actually introduce anti-
correlations that have not yet been included in
our analyses. We first consider a description of
these chargons as pointlike magnetic polarons,
where theknowndispersion relationof thedressed
hole (37) is used to define a tight-binding hopping
model of the polaron. Figure 5C shows that our
data are incompatible with this model, which pre-
dicts significantly weaker hole-hole anticorrela-
tions. Similar behavior is predicted by the p-flux
theory, whichmodels the doped holes as pointlike
objectsmoving in a quantumspin liquid of singlets.
Next, we examine a picture of free chargons,

motivated by considering magnetic polarons
with a finite extent that results from the spinon-
chargon bound state predicted by geometric-

string theory. At sufficiently large chargon density,
or doping, the chargons are expected to interact,
and their hard-core character will introduce anti-
correlations. In this regime, geometric strings
are also expected to overlap substantially and
modify the dispersion relation of the chargons
to be independent of spinons, yielding spinless
chargons. We find that the experimental results
demonstrate consistencywith these free chargons,
in agreement with earlier theoretical work in the
strange-metal regime (32, 38). This extension to
the geometric string theorymay be able to explain
the deviations from experiment seen in other ob-
servables at high doping, but additional analyses
are required.

Conclusions and outlook

The string-pattern–based observables introduced
here complement established observables such
as correlation functions or full counting statistics.
Across the observables considered, we find better
agreement with experimental data between both
the geometric-string theory and p-flux states, as
compared to sprinkled holes.
At intermediate doping values, we find evidence

for hole-hole repulsion. Although signatures of
other phases such as stripe phases, incommen-
surate spin order, or nematic fluctuations have
not yet been observed in this system, they are
predicted to emerge at lower temperatures.
The ideas presented can be extended to other

real-space patterns—for example, patterns that
reflect the underlying physics of other candidate
microscopic theories for the doped Hubbard
model. Moreover, machine learning techniques
could be used to directly compare sets of raw
experimental atom distributions to theoretical
models without the need for intermediate ob-
servables (39). This class of techniques is highly
promising as quantumsimulations of theHubbard
model continue to probe lower temperatureswithin
the pseudogap and strange-metal phases, but can
also be applied to spatially resolved studies of
quenches across phase transitions (40), dynam-
ical phase transitions (41), and higher-order scat-
tering processes (42). Possible extensions of our
work include systems with anisotropic spin inter-
actions (16) or doped SU(N) spin models (43).
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